ANTF Videon Data Formatting Guide
Part 1: Understanding the Directory Layout
Below you will See a Representation of the Scheme of the Directory layout for the
folders. The NAMES MUST MATCH!



Movies and Shows (Parent Directory)
 Media Artwork
 MovieArt
 TVArt
 TV Shows (Coming Soon)
 Movies
 Action
 Adventure & Fantasy
 Comedy
 Crime & Gangster
 Documentary
 Drama & Thriller
 Family & Animation
 Foreign
 Holidays
 Horror
 Musical
 Romance
 Sci-Fi
 Stand up comedy
 Superhero
 Western

All of your movies should be placed into one of these genre categories! You cannot
create additional genre categories. When you have this complete, proceed to the
next part.

Part 2 (Optional): Movie Identification
To encourage neatness and add to the overall visual appeal of the system, it is often
helpful for movies to be properly named. Not like for example
“x_VID1080p_BR_Limitless”2.avi, but rather should be renamed to something like
“Limitless 2 (2010)”.avi. This of course is an optional and very Time Consuming Step
but it will make searching for a movie much easier, because who want to type and or
remember “x_VID1080p_BR_Limitless” when you could just remember “Limitless”?
While you do not have to rename files in the manner shown, it is the best manner
for consistency and extra detail. This step Coincides with Part 3.
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Part 3: Movie Covers (The Most Time Consuming Part)
As you may have seen from screenshots of the application, the movies are
represented with movie covers. The application obtains these covers from the
MovieArt and TVArt (respectively) Folders you created earlier. You will need to find
a .jpg (not .jpeg) or .png image from the internet for each movie. The Image must
also be renamed to be the Exact same name as the movie file. In other words.. if the
movie file is Limitless2.mp4, then the cover should be Limitless2.png (or .jpg). and
then placed in that folder. If you choose to skip this step, all movies rendered will be
rendered with a drabby default cover and it will not look very nice.
Contact ANTF at support@antfcorp.com for a Zip file for a library of a few hundred
movie covers (assuming you followed the naming convention expressed earlier for
movies)

Additional Notes (and a word on TV Shows)
If the steps addressed are followed, the end result will be a very seamless
experience.
For TV Shows, you only need an image for the show, not every episode (named the
same as the folder.) Each TV show is placed within it’s own separate folder, and you
can have sub folders for each season of the show if applicable. While the TV part is
not yet developed, it will most likely follow this scheme.
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